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This October Al Gore learned he was to share the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize with the United Nations’
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. The Prize recognised both his efforts in raising awareness of man’s
contribution to climate change, and the Panel’s work on laying down measures to mitigate these effects.  The
Review is very pleased to provide an opportunity for further illumination on this crucial theme, by publishing an
interview with Jim Poole of the Environment Agency Wales (and until recently policy advisor to Cynnal Cymru, the
Sustainable Development Forum for Wales). His sensitive and balanced views on this emotive topic and the wider
issue of sustainability are valued highly.
This Review also features two articles. The first article, ‘A Picture of the Work and Well-Being of Working Age Carers
in Wales: Evidence from the Welsh Health Survey’, is by Melanie Jones and Paul Latreille of the School of Business
and Economics at the University of Wales Swansea. This paper considers the implications for the Welsh labour
market of carers or individuals who are restricted because they care for someone who is limited by age or disability.
The second paper is by Victoria Winkler of the Bevan Foundation. The Bevan Foundation urged which ever parties
formed the new Assembly Government after the May 2007 elections to explicitly adopt a target employment rate
of 80%. After months of uncertainty and discussion, the Labour – Plaid coalition’s programme of government ‘One
Wales’ has set out just this commitment. Wales has a higher proportion of people of working age who are not in a
paid job than any other part of Britain, and this article suggests the appropriate policy emphasis for meeting the
target employment rate.   
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